ECO2 Mainstreaming Event in Olpe, Germany
written by M. Stolz (CJD Frechen, Germany)
From the 14th – 16th of June, 20191, the German project partner CJD Frechen, Germany, organized an
ECO2 mainstreaming event in Olpe, Germany, directly in the nature. The event purposed at promoting
the ERASMUS+ project “ECO2: European Carbon Footprint Optimisation” to other youngsters and
their professionals from other local partner schools and organizations, coming from from CJDs
partner schools (Christophorusschools (CS)) from Frechen, Olpe, Wissen, Moers, Dortmund and
Königswinter, Germany. Also some interested professionals from other local CJDs took part at the
event in addition. In total, more than 100 participants took part at the event.

[Together with his colleagues CJDs local project coordinator introduced the ECO2 project to the audience.]

On the 14th of June all participants of the event arrived in Olpe. The official opening took place at the
morning of the next day, where CJDs local project coordinator introduced the ECO2 project together
with his colleagues to the audience. Here the comics were presented for the first time. Thereafter,
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Originally the event was scheduled for May. Due to a lot of public holidays in May, where only a few people
could attend the event, CJD decided – of course after consulting the leading partner – to shift the event in
Germany into the month of June.

different activities have been implemented, most of them connecting the aspect of being active with
environmental protection issues (mostly by combining collecting waste with doing sports in the free
nature). Also, for each activity a short quiz has been organized about environmental issues. At the
same time the youngsters and the professionals working with them had have the opportunity to
inform themselves about the ECO2 project at a information desk with a special focus on the comics
produced within the project.

[Pictures from the information from youngsters and their professionals informing themselves about the ECO2 project with a special focus
on the ECO2 comics.]

On the last day, the results of the activities and quizzes have been presented to the audience and the
winners got a certificate and a selfmade trophy. As a trophy a reusable drinking bottle has been
given to the youngsters (in order to diminish the waste of plastic bottles). Finally the event ended
with a common dinner and the collection of the last waste altogether.

[Each participant has got an ECO2 certificate of participation.]

